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 thrive on (phrasal verb) - to enjoy something, particularly one that other people find unpleasant; 
to be successful at something particularly one that other people find difficult. 
E.g. Since his first campaign in 2016, Donald Trump has thrived on disruption, destruction and 
upheaval, falsely styling himself an insurgent outsider who uproots elites, clips the wings of the 
establishment and drains the “Washington swamp”. 

 self-aggrandizing (adjective) - self-promoting, self-dramatizing, self-glorifying, self-satisfied, self-
centered, self-obsessed, boastful, showy. 
E.g. Clearly, Democrats program – building infrastructure, investing in early education, expanding 
access to healthcare – would serve ordinary Americans better than that of the Republicans, yet 
the Republican party, led by a self-aggrandizing plutocrat (rich person), continues to outdo them 
in appearing the champion (supporter) of working families. 

 contingency plan (noun) - a proactive strategy that describes the course of actions or steps the 
management of an organization (or the leadership of a government) needs to take in response to 
a potential negative event or situation (such as an economic recession, pandemic, natural 
disaster, terrorist attack & etc.,) that might happen in the future. 
E.g. Particularly when it comes to education, there has been an apparent absence of contingency 
planning by the government, and inept strategic management. Across the country, it is school and 
college leaders who have had to pick up the pieces. 

 ataraxia (noun) - Greek word meaning “untroubled/undisturbed inner balance & peace-the ability 
to remain calm despite fear, anger, sadness, or stress”; lack of disturbance, lack of trouble, 
calmness, peace of mind. 
E.g. Influenced by cultures of the east, thinkers such as Pyrrho in the fourth century BC used the 
notion of ataraxia to convey the value of serene, unperturbed (unconcerned) tranquillity. 

 hunky-dory (adjective) - fine, good, quite satisfactory, going well, alright, free of trouble or 
problems. 
E.g. The Independence Day address of the Prime Minister launching the National Digital Health 
Mission (NDHM) during an unprecedented novel coronavirus pandemic crisis, caught everyone’s 
attention. Without pretending that all is hunky dory now, one can still ask this: “Is there a serious 
problem with the way patient-related information is managed today?” Health is under the State-
list subject. So did any State government ask for a national-level digitisation plan to help it in its 
tasks? 

 denunciation (noun) - an act of criticising someone/something severely in public; strong public 
condemnation, criticism, censure, rebuke, reprimand. 
E.g. The wife of the British policeman who almost died after investigating the 2018 Salisbury 
poisonings gave a tart (sharp) response to Boris Johnson’s denunciation of the attempted 
assassination (poisoned with a Novichok nerve agent) of the Russian opposition leader Alexei 
Navalny as “outrageous”. She responded saying “Actions speak louder than words”. 

 bare-bones (adjective) - referring to something that only includes/comprises the basic, necessary 
or essential elements/things and nothing else; without frills, minimal, functional, austere, 
unembellished; shortened, curtailed, reduced, lessened. 
E.g. On 1 January, the Brexit transition period will come to an end and Britain will either trade on 
a no-deal basis with the European Union or, at best, with a bare-bones free trade agreement. 

 denouement (noun) - the end result of a situation; the very end of a story; outcome, 
consequence, end result, ending, climax. 
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E.g. Not only does the Serb’s departure ensure a first-time grand slam champion in the men’s 
tournament at Flushing Meadows, it will mark the first major tournament without Djokovic, 
Federer or Nadal in the last four since the 2004 French Open. All it took was a global pandemic 
and Sunday’s freak denouement. 

 dereliction of duty (noun) - deliberate failure to do what you should do, particularly when it is 
part of your job; negligence, carelessness, irresponsibility, non-performance. 
E.g. Some institutions are opening on-campus testing facilities. But there is no sign whatsoever of 
the “national oversight” of the situation that Sage has called for. Given what we now know about 
the epidemiological profile of Covid-19 as we go into autumn, if that remains the case, it will be a 
dereliction of the government’s duty. 

 nub (noun) - central point of a matter/problem/argument & etc., essential part of something, 
basic/fundamental quality, sum and substance. 
E.g. And how can you expect people to self-isolate if you don’t ensure that they have the 
resources and the job security to do so? Not surprisingly the evidence from various countries 
shows that compensation greatly increases self-isolation, especially for the poorest people. And 
this brings us to the nub of the matter. We will 
only get through this pandemic as a partnership. The government, employers and public all have a 
responsibility to play their part. 

 invigorate (verb) - energize, give strength to, encourage, stimulate, galvanize, rouse. 
E.g. Russian President Vladimir Putin, due to meet Belarus President Alexander Lukashenko, next 
week, has no desire for the victory of a democratically elected opposition which might invigorate 
domestic dissent in Russia. 

 digital fast (noun) - the practice of staying disconnected deliberately or voluntarily from 
technology or gadgets (smartphones, tablets, computers and etc.,) and internet connection for a 
particular amount of time. 
E.g. Is digital fasting the new wellness trend? Limiting social media activity to one platform, be it 
Facebook, Instagram or Twitter, could be your first step to taking back control. 

 obsession (noun) - the particular condition of having unwanted and repeated thoughts, feelings, 
ideas & etc., about someone or something (all the time); fixation, preoccupation, concern, 
mania/craze/phobia. 
E.g. On rightwing TV channels sympathetic to the government, the case (tragic story of actor 
Sushant Singh Rajput & his girlfriend & actress Rhea Chakraborty) has become an obsession that 
knocked India’s record-breaking coronavirus infections, China’s aggressions at the border and the 
worst quarterly economic recession since records began off the news agenda. 

 incrementalism (noun) – a method of decision making in which changes are implemented in small 
steps or decisions are made gradually/step by step as a problem unfolds. 
E.g. China leveraged scale to acquire global market share. India could challenge this domination, if 
it sheds incrementalism and gets its policy ducks in a row, capitalise on the potential of its 
demography, democracy and domestic market — as it has successfully in sectors such as pharma, 
automobiles and software services. 

 consummate (adjective) - perfect, superb, highly skilled/talented, complete/ultimate. 
E.g. Perhaps that consummate central-midfield performance (in football) was always destined to 
fly under the radar. 
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 sitting duck (noun) - a person/thing that is so easy to attack or criticize; easy target, easy prey, fair 
game, everyone’s fool. 
E.g. Dominic Thiem injured his Achilles in the U.S open semi-final clash with Daniil Medvedev. 
During the final clash against Alexander Zverev, Thiem’s early mobility was slowed by a pre-
existing achilles problem although he was hardly (not) a sitting duck. 

 moonshot (noun) - It’s used to signify a big, ambitious, expensive project which is hard to do and-
by most measures-not all that sensible; a crazy idea; it is literally an act of launching a spacecraft 
to the moon. 
E.g. Using terms like moonshot is not an act to provide clarity or detailed plans or explanations. 
These terms are used to capture attention, to distract from the big-ness of the problem, to halt 
those questioning what powerful people, organisations and governments are doing. 

 aegis (noun) - protection, support, backing, supervision, guidance of a person, group or 
organization. 
E.g. Another move that underscores Mr. Xi’s renewed efforts to control the domestic security 
machinery is the launch of a nationwide campaign to “rectify education” for politicians and law 
enforcement officials. The aim is to “scrape the poison of the bones” of the country’s political and 
legal systems under the aegis of the Central 
Political and Legal Affairs Commission (CPLC), China’s apex body dealing with law enforcement 
and public security. 

 visceral (adjective) - emotional, instinctive, intuitive, natural, spontaneous, gut (feeling or 
reaction without a logical thinking).  
E.g. I think of the few people I know – older relatives of friends – who sympathise with Trump, 
and the dislike I feel towards them is so intense, so visceral, so childish in its desire to scream in 
their direction, that I practically have to sit on my hands. 

 rumblings (noun) - early signs (of dissatisfaction/anger) that show people are starting to become 
annoyed/unhappy or a problematic situation is developing. 
E.g. We know that political classes in many countries, including Britain’s, can misjudge the mood 
of the times. So it would be wise not to read too much, too conclusively or too soon into the loud 
rumblings in the Conservative party about Boris Johnson and his government, and some of the 
media reaction to it. 

 prevaricate (verb) - say or do something by avoiding the truth or by not coming to the main 
issue/point directly; be evasive, be noncommittal, evade the issue, beat about/around the bush. 
E.g. Germany has allocated £36bn to greening its recovery programme  with a strong emphasis on 
investing in hydrogen. The European commission last week said 30% of a €750bn coronavirus 
recovery fund would be raised through green bonds, as part of a new growth strategy. Mr Boris 
Johnson’s administration in the UK havers, prevaricates and fails to lead. A much-delayed energy 
white paper is now expected in November, with meaningful action kicked into next year. 

 impromptu (adjective) - unprepared, unplanned, unarranged, unconsidered, spontaneous, 
offhand, ad hoc. 
E.g. It has been billed (described) as the world’s worst Zoom meeting, but the United Nation’s 
75th general assembly could be even worse than that. All the worst parts of UN events will be on 
display, the endless speechifying first among them, but none of what normally makes the general 
assembly indispensable – the opportunities from face-to-face meetings and impromptu 
conversations. 
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 intransigence (adjective) - refusal or unwillingness to change/compromise on something (view, 
attitude, behaviour, position); refusal to agree about something; inflexibility, rigidity, single-
mindedness, firmness. 
E.g. In the years since, Europe’s intransigence on the issue of mass migration has led EU member 
states on the external frontier of Europe to restore control over their borders by employing 
violent force and bending the law. 

 go-between (noun) - intermediary, middleman, agent, representative, broker/dealer; negotiator, 
mediator. 
E.g. The thing is, there is an elaborate system of cut-outs (secret agent/spy) and go-betweens 
who operate in the murky (dubious/secret) world of the Indian labour markets. 

 facetious (adjective) - try to be funny & clever inappropriately in a situation where you ought to 
be serious; joking, flippant, witty, humorous, smart (particularly at an inappropriate time and so it 
is not meant to be taken seriously). 
E.g. The U.S. president Donald Trump sparked fresh anger and disbelief on Thursday after he 
refused to commit to a peaceful transfer of power. His latest attempt to stoke fear and instability 
led to an incredulous (disbelieving) Joe Biden asking reporters: “What country are we in? I’m 
being facetious. I said, what country are we in? Look, he says the most irrational things. I don’t 
know what to say. 

 cathartic (adjective) - (of a particular thing/activity) helping to relieve, release, express strong 
feelings/emotions; relieving, releasing, purging, purifying, cleansing. 
E.g. Rami Zurayk, a professor of ecosystem management at the American University of Beirut, 
says developing a relationship with soil has positive effects on people’s wellbeing. “We are waking 
up now to see that what we thought we had is no longer here. People have money in the bank 
that they cannot use. Going back to the primordial – land, seeds, food – is cathartic. 

 hallucinate (verb) - to see or experience something that does not really exist there; imagine 
things, daydream, fantasize. 
E.g. Why is the nationalist right hallucinating a ‘communist enemy’? From Trump to Bolsonaro, 
reactionary leaders are invoking a communism that no longer exists as a way of attacking the left. 

 blot out (phrasal verb) - wipe out, erase, eradicate, delete, forget (a memory/feeling/thought, 
particularly an unpleasant or painful one). 
E.g. Moreover, while there has been little change in the polls for months, only a fool – or 
someone who has blotted out from their memory the 2016 election – would say Trump cannot 
win. 

 tentacles (noun) - (figuratively) a gradual, secret & dangerous spread of influence/control that 
some organizations/systems have; (literally) long, thin, flexible parts like arms of octopus like 
(sea) animals. 
E.g. Yet today, our understanding of corporate power has been enfeebled (weaken). Through 
years of unchallenged mergers and abuses, companies have grown bigger and bigger, spreading 
their tentacles across multiple sectors and subcontractors and dominating entire markets. 

 subversive (adjective) - troublemaking, inflammatory, agitational, provocative, rabble-rousing, 
dissident, disloyal, undermining. 
E.g. The emperor’s new clothes is a cautionary tale (story) that politicians know well. A vain (self-
admiring & worthless) ruler who cannot resist buying new garments is sold an imaginary new suit. 
Out on a stroll (leisurely walk) in this “magical” attire (dress), he is revealed to be naked by a little 
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boy. Hans Christian Andersen’s exercise in groupthink has the emperor, despite the obvious, 
continuing to claim that he is garbed (dressed) in finery (expensive clothes). It is a subversive 
message; that power can bend the truth. Donald Trump thinks himself such a ruler. 
******************************************************************************* 

 clip the wings of (phrase) - to limit/restrict someone’s freedom; impose limits on, keep within 
bounds, keep under control; obstruct, impede, thwart.  
E.g. Since his first campaign in 2016, Donald Trump has thrived on disruption, destruction and 
upheaval, falsely styling himself an insurgent outsider who uproots elites, clips the wings of the 
establishment and drains the “Washington swamp”.  

 drain the swamp (phrase) - (figuratively) to eradicate/root out something harmful, especially the 
practice of corruption, graft/bribery, lobbying & self-dealing in government; (originally) it refers to 
a physical draining of swamps (waterlogged grounds) to keep mosquito populations low to 
combat malaria.  
E.g. Since his first campaign in 2016, Donald Trump has thrived on disruption, destruction and 
upheaval, falsely styling himself an insurgent outsider who uproots elites, clips the wings of the 
establishment and drains the “Washington swamp”.  

 fan the flames (phrase) - increase feelings/emotions, usually a bad one; stir up, whip up, incite, 
instigate, provoke, trigger/kindle, foment.  
E.g. Let’s imagine, if we still can, a president who truly loved our country. Surely that leader’s 
heart would break to see how deep and hostile our divisions have become. So what are we to 
think when Donald Trump exploits our problems in his bid for re-election, when he fans the 
flames of hatred, when he responds not like a grieving leader but like a dog-fight fan at a dog 
fight, like a giddy (irresponsible/silly), unpleasant 12-year-old playing a violent video game.  

 head/go south (phrase) - fail, decline, deteriorate, lose value, go wrong.  
E.g. The rest of the economy is rapidly heading south, yet the property market keeps on rising. 
House prices hit a record high last month, according to Nationwide building society, and are 
increasing at the fastest rate since 2004. 

 hold (someone/something) dear (phrase) - to value/respect highly, to care very much about; be 
fond of, be attached to, revere, treasure, cherish.  
E.g. Trump’s supporters will stick with him even as he tramples on (walks over/crushes) 
everything they claim to hold dear. Like he always said, he could shoot people on Fifth Avenue 
and they’d still vote for him.  

 actions speak louder than words (phrase) - it means that people believe what you do instead of 
what you say; what you do is more important than what you say.  
E.g. The wife of the British policeman who almost died after investigating the 2018 Salisbury 
poisonings gave a tart (sharp) response to Boris Johnson’s denunciation of the attempted 
assassination (poisoned with a Novichok nerve agent) of the Russian opposition leader Alexei 
Navalny as “outrageous”. She responded saying “Actionsspeak louder than words”.  

 a level playing field (phrase) - a situation in which everyone has a fair and equal opportunity to 
succeed, and no one has an advantage over the other.  
E.g. The UK government wants to maintain the benefits of a close trading relationship with the EU 
without reaching agreement on a shared set of regulatory standards and state aid rules – the so-
called “levelplaying field” – that would prevent either UK or EU businesses being able to undercut 
each other in the other’s markets.  
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 chase shadows (phrase) - to try to do something impossible; (in sports) to try to catch up with 
another player/team who is too quick/better than you.  
E.g. For most of his career, Novak Djokovic has been chasing a shadow. And how close he was to 
catching the ageless king, Roger Federer. How desperate he was to wear his crown. How 
shattered he now is after an evening of madness at Flushing Meadows.  

 be (walking) on thin ice (phrase) - be (doing something) in a risky situation that could cause a 
negative/bad outcome.  
E.g. This autumn and winter, as the weather turns colder and far more of life begins to move 
indoors, the country is going to be treading/walking on very thin ice, as it seeks to avoid the 
nightmare of a second wave of the virus.  

 my word is my bond (phrase) - used to say that someone will definitely do what they have 
promised; keep a promise.  
E.g. If businesses and individuals have little trust and belief that the other party is going to honour 
his promise, then Malaysia is not a good place for doing business, and it will be difficult for the 
economy to grow. What type of society will we become, if we don’t subscribe to the adage 
(proverb/phrase) of “my word is my bond”? 

 down but not out (phrase) - temporarily suffered a setback but not permanently defeated.  
E.g. Belarus President Alexander Lukashenko is relying on terror to scatter his challengers. But 
protesters persist in demanding his departure. It shows, the opposition in Belarus is down but not 
out.  

 live (from) hand to mouth (phrase) - to have only a small amount of money to survive.  
E.g. I was a single mum, absolutely skint (destitute or poverty stricken) and living hand to mouth, 
even after I started working as a trainee reporter for the Southend Echo, following 18 long 
months of looking for a job.  

 the tail wags the dog (phrase) - a situation in which an unimportant thing dominates/controls the 
whole of other important thing(s).  
E.g. The supreme court lawyer Karuna Nundy criticised the investigation into Rhea Chakraborty as 
a “fishing expedition”, and said her subsequent arrest was “mainly to satisfy a manufactured 
public bloodlust before the Bihar elections”. “This is a fascist cocktail of media, politics and the 
misuse of legal machinery,” said Nundy. “It’s a wag-the-dog style of creation of spectacle to take 
eyeballs away from the economy, which has shrunk by 24% in the last quarter, and Covid 
mismanagement. Both of which would otherwise be disastrous for the ruling party.  

 get/have one’s ducks in a row (phrase) - to be well prepared with all relevant minute information 
before doing something (or) to get everything (all of the small details/elements) organized before 
beginning/embarking on something.  
E.g. China leveraged scale to acquire global market share. India could challenge this domination, if 
it sheds incrementalism and gets its policyducks in a row, capitalise on the potential of its 
demography, democracy and domestic market — as it has successfully in sectors such as pharma, 
automobiles and software services.  

 break the spell (phrase) - to put an end to a magic (spell); to spoil/damage something so special; 
to do something that ends a happy feeling/mood.  
E.g. Dominic Thiem, the 55th men’s grand slam champion of the Open era, is the first newcomer 
at the top table since Marin Cilic won his first and only major so far by breaking the spell of the 
Big Three (Roger Federer, Rafael Nadal &Novak Djokovic) here in 2014.  
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 pie in the sky (phrase) - used to refer to something that is good (an idea, plan or hope), but will 
never happen; false hope, illusion, unrealizable dream, daydream.  
E.g. Months after Boris Johnson promised that the UK would have a “world-beating” test, track 
and trace system by 1 June, the “Moonshot” project to deliver 10milion tests by early next year, 
which was announced last week, looks more like pie in the sky as each day passes.  

 scrape the poison of the bones (phrase) – eliminating or removing a pernicious/harmful/bad part 
of something to save the whole (system).  
E.g. Another move that underscores Mr. Xi’s renewed efforts to control the domestic security 
machinery is the launch of a nationwide campaign to “rectify education” for politicians and law 
enforcement officials. The aim is to “scrape the poison of the bones” of the country’s political and 
legal systems under the aegis of the Central Political and Legal Affairs Commission (CPLC), China’s 
apex body dealing with law enforcement and public security.  

 sit on one’s hands (phrase) - to do nothing’; You choose to ‘take no action’ instead of helping 
others or yourself. The original meaning of this phrase/idiom was ‘to fail to applaud.  
E.g. I think of the few people I know – older relatives of friends – who sympathise with Trump, 
and the dislike I feel towards them is so intense, so visceral, so childish in its desire to scream in 
their direction, that I practically have to sit on my hands.  

 hang on by your fingernails (phrase) - continue to do something in a very difficult situation; only 
just manage to avoid failure; escape.  
E.g. After all, it is only just over nine months since Mr. Boris Johnson won a crushing majority in 
the general election and the Tories remain ahead in almost all polls. This prime minister is not 
hanging on by his fingernails.  

 strike a chord (phrase) - cause someone to remember something related to him/her in a certain 
way; arouse an emotional feeling to something (either positively or negatively). 
E.g. A campaign to provide food vouchers for some of England’s  
poorest families is launched by the footballer Marcus Rashford. Boris Johnson & his government 
did not foresee that a campaign fronted by an eloquent football star to extend the provision of 
free school meals would strike a chord with the public. 

 nuts and bolts (phrase) - basic/practical details or aspects of something; fundamentals, basics.  
E.g. The problem is that much of the world is questioning whether the UN is still relevant at 75,” 
said Sherine Tadros, the head of the UN office of Amnesty International. “In the end, the UN is a 
microcosm of the world,” Tadros said. “So when we say the UN is broken, that’s not about the 
building. It’s not about the nuts and bolts. It’s a reflection of what’s going on around the world.  

 go at it hammer and tongs (phrase) - to do something with a lot energy or enthusiasm, with great 
vigour (or) with great effort.  
E.g. Sanju Samson and skipper Steve Smith smashed quickfire halfcenturies to guide Rajasthan 
Royals to a formidable 216 for seven against Chennai Super Kings in an IPL match on Tuesday. 
Samson joined hands with Smith as the duo played sensibly initially before the Kerala wicket-
keeper batsman went hammer and tongs at opposition spinners.  

 chickens have come home to roost (phrase) - the bad/unpleasant things that a person has done 
in the past have come back to affect him/her; ready to face the consequences of the actions that 
you have done in the past.  
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E.g. The chickens have truly come home to roost. By ignoring the reality of the labour market to 
save a few short-term bucks, India Inc has landed itself with a larger problem, one which will 
punish the bottomline more.  

 blow up in one’s face (phrase) - (of a plan, situation & etc.) go wrong unexpectedly or fail 
completely to cause great damage.  
E.g. The Chief Economic Adviser (CEA) Krishnamurthy Subramanian said that ever since the NPA 
(non performing asset) crisis blew up on the banking sector’s face because banks had turned 
increasingly risk-averse, this in turn impacted the investment and consumption cycles, leading to 
a slowdown.  

 let rip (phrase) - to behave/speak/do something angrily or emotionally (without trying to control 
oneself).  
E.g. There is something curiously powerful about a woman who doesn’t need to be liked. To 
watch Theresa May let rip in parliament this week – denouncing (criticizing) her successor Boris 
Johnson’s casual willingness to break international law, with an authority that can come only from 
having confronted very similar choices – was to realise the advantages conferred (provided) by no 
longer craving (asking for) other people’s approval.  

 fire in one’s belly (phrase) - to have strong inner strength, determination or ambition to achieve 
something.  
E.g. Perhaps a little time away from the daily grind of the tour will work to Nadal’s advantage. 
Time for niggles to clear up, for aches to heal, for the mind to refresh and for the body to 
recharge. And then, as if awaking from a deep sleep, he will return: the old fire in his belly, a new 
trick or two up his sleeve, ready to suffer and conquer all over again.  

 ace in the hole (phrase) - an advantage that is kept hidden until needed; a resource that is held in 
reserve (for future use when required).  
E.g. However, this is the president Donald Trump’s political ace in the hole: his floor of support – 
around 42% or 43% of the US electorate – has been largely unchanged even in the era of Covid-
19. Trump once joked that he could shoot someone in New York’s Fifth Avenue and not lose any 
support. Why so many Americans continue to support such a clearly incompetent and malevolent 
president is a question for another day.  

 sacrifice at the altar of (phrase) - make someone/something suffer for the benefit of 
someone/something else.  
E.g. Trump’s relentless, reckless goading (provoking) of Iran further illustrates his willingness to 
sacrifice sensible, consensual policy at thehigh altar of re-election. The breathtaking arrogance of 
last week’s US bid to reimpose UN sanctions on Tehran – without the support of the UN – was 
matched only by its futility (pointlessness).  

 the emperor’s new clothes (phrase) - used to explain a situation where people are afraid to 
criticize a powerful person because all others (i.e., companions & followers) admire him/her 
pretending whatever he/she says is true (or he/she does is of value).  
E.g. The emperor’s new clothes is a cautionary tale (story) that politicians know well. A vain (self-
admiring & worthless) ruler who cannot resist buying new garments is sold an imaginary new suit. 
Out on a stroll (leisurely walk) in this “magical” attire (dress), he is revealed to be naked by a little 
boy. Hans Christian Andersen’s exercise in groupthink has the emperor, despite the obvious, 
continuing to claim that he is garbed (dressed) in finery (expensive clothes). It is a subversive 
message; that power can bend the truth. Donald Trump thinks himself such a ruler.  


